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Abstract
Solar fundamental (f) acoustic mode oscillations are investigated analytically in a magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)
model. The model consists of three layers in planar geometry, representing the solar interior, the magnetic atmosphere,
and a transitional layer sandwiched between them. Since we focus on the fundamental mode here, we assume the plasma
is incompressible. A horizontal, canopy-like, magnetic field is introduced to the atmosphere, in which degenerated slow
MHD waves can exist. The global (f -mode) oscillations can couple to local atmospheric Alfve´n waves, resulting, e.g.,
in a frequency shift of the oscillations. The dispersion relation of theglobal oscillation mode is derived, and is solved
analytically for the thin-transitional layer approximation and for the weak-field approximation. Analytical formulae
are also provided for the frequency shifts due to the presence of a thin transitional layer and a weak atmospheric
magnetic field. The analytical results generally indicate that, compared to the fundamental value (ω =
√
gk), the
mode frequency is reduced by the presence of an atmosphere by a few per cent. A thin transitional layer reduces the
eigen-frequencies further by about an additional hundred microhertz. Finally, a weak atmospheric magnetic field can
slightly, by a few percent, increase the frequency of the eigen-mode. Stronger magnetic fields, however, can increase
the f -mode frequency by even up to ten per cent, which cannot be seen in observed data. The presence of a magnetic
atmosphere in the three-layer model also introduces non-permitted propagation windows in the frequency spectrum;
here, f -mode oscillations cannot exist with certain values of the harmonic degree. The eigen-frequencies can be sensitive
to the background physical parameters, such as an atmospheric density scale-height or the rate of the plasma density
drop at the photosphere. Such information, if ever observed with high-resolution instrumentation and inverted, could
help to gain further insight into solar magnetic structures by means of solar magneto-seismology, and could provide
further insight into the role of magnetism in solar oscillations.
1. Introduction
The fundamental mode or f mode is a surface oscil-
lation radially localised right beneath the solar photo-
sphere in solar interior models (Christensen-Dalsgaard,
2002; Christensen-Dalsgaard et al., 2005). In plane-wave
approximation with a free photosphere with no atmosphere
above it in a standard solar model, the cyclic frequency of
the f mode is ν = (2pi)
−1√
gk. Here, g is the gravita-
tional acceleration and k is the wavenumber of the oscil-
lation mode, both taken at the photosphere. Measuring
the f mode frequency is an effective diagnostic method for
determining the near-photospheric physical features, like
density or plasma flows. Among others, it also provides an
accurate measure of the solar radius (Antia et al., 2000).
Observations show that helioseismic f and p (pressure)
modes are effected by the presence of magnetic structures
in the solar environment. By measuring the variations in
properties of wave modes, we can probe the environment of
the waves. This can be subsurface structures of magnetic
active regions (Liang et al., 2013; Zhao & Chou 2016) or
the lower atmospheric layers above the photosphere. Both
inhomogeneities (e.g., density, temperature or magnetic)
and dynamic changes (e.g., random or coherent flows) in
the atmosphere can modify f and p mode properties (see
e.g. Erde´lyi et al., 2005; Mole et al., 2008; Kerekes et
al., 2008,b). Frequencies (Libbrecht & Woodard, 1990;
Chaplin et al., 2004; Dziembowski & Goode, 2005; Tri-
pathy et al., 2006; Chaplin et al., 2007) and line widths
(Tripathy et al., 2006; Lamb, 1932; Tripathy et al., 2006)
of f and p oscillation modes vary in time and they cor-
relate with the solar activity cycle (see also the review
papers by Erde´lyi, 2006a,b and Thompson, 2006). The
observed magnetic effects on the helioseismic oscillations
indicate that a possible connection between global f - and
p-mode oscillations and the magnetic solar atmosphere.
Solar atmospheric properties influence the helioseismic os-
cillations and as such the oscillation characteristics vary
together with the variations of the atmospheric condition.
Preprint submitted to Advances in Space Research November 10, 2017
  
Our goal is to pursue this line of investigations by consid-
ering mathematically a coupled solar interior-atmosphere
system as one single physical entity.
Considerable efforts have already been made to inter-
pret the observed variations of the properties of global he-
lioseismic modes. Possible effects of an atmospheric mag-
netic field on global solar oscillations were investigated first
by Campbell & Roberts (1989) in a magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) model. In Cartesian geometry, they considered a
two-layered model with a polytropic interior and an over-
lying atmosphere with constant temperature embedded in
a horizontal magnetic field with constant Alfve´n speed.
They found that the magnetic field increases the frequency
of the f mode. A series of other models followed that of
Campbell & Roberts (1989). Various aspects of the global
oscillations of the coupled solar interior and atmosphere
were studied. Global waves propagating obliquely to the
horizontal magnetic field have been investigated by Jef-
feries et al. (1990) and Pinte´r (2008). The effects of at-
mospheric temperature profiles have been studied by Van-
lommel & Cˇadezˇ (1998). Taroyan, Y. (2004) and Taroyan
et al. (2004) have investigated effects of plasma flows on
MHD waves. Random horizontal and vertical plasma flows
both influence the f -mode properties (Mole et al., 2008;
Kerekes et al., 2008b). Stochastic atmospheric magnetic
fields are modelled by Erde´lyi et al. (2005). In order
to model the damping of global oscillations, the resonant
coupling of these oscillations to atmospheric local slow
and Alfve´n waves was proposed and investigated in the
context to contribute to the heating of the solar corona.
This phenomenon is introduced in Sakurai et al. (1991),
Zhukov (1997) and Tirry et al. (1998), and has been fur-
ther explored by Pinte´r (1999), Pinte´r et al. (2007) and
Taroyan & Erde´lyi (2008,2008). Pinte´r & Erde´lyi (2011)
is an overview of modelling magnetic atmospheric effects
on helioseismic oscillations.
In the present paper, we advance a coupled solar interior-
atmosphere model in which magnetic atmospheric effects
on f -mode frequencies due to the coupling of the interior
to the atmosphere are studied in a three-layered model
accounting for the interior, magnetic atmosphere and a
transitional layer sandwiched in-between. An analytical
form of the dispersion relation, f(ω, k) = 0, is provided.
The f -mode frequency is determined from the dispersion
equation for two distinct cases. One considers an approxi-
mation with a solar interior and a single-layer magnetic at-
mosphere. In the other model, the magnetic field is turned
off and a transitional layer is added to the lower part of
the solar atmosphere representing e.g. the chromospheric
canopy, in which the equilibrium parameters of the plasma
vary continuously. Analytical formulae are derived for the
frequency shift due to the presence of a thin transitional
layer at the bottom of a magnetic atmosphere and, sepa-
rately, due to the presence of a weak magnetic field in an
atmosphere itself with a transitional layer.
All the earlier studies, e.g. those cited above, have used nu-
merical methods to obtain a frequency versus wavenumber
Figure 1: Equilibrium profiles for plasma density, ρ0(z), plasma pres-
sure, p0(z), square of the Alfve´n speed, v2A(z), and magnetic field
strength, B0(z), in a plane-parallel three-layer solar model. In order
to keep the generality of the model, no specific numerical scales are
displayed along the axes. The physical meaning of the character-
istic quantities ρi, ρt, pPh, pL, v
2
AL, and BL, indicated along the
horizontal axes, is explained in the main text.
relationship, and their frequency spectra can only be pre-
sented graphically. The analytical approach in this study
offers a clear complementary view of the influence of var-
ious plasma parameters, such as an atmospheric density
scale-height, on the f -mode frequency. This may increase
the diagnostic value of helioseismic observations as fre-
quency shifts can be explicitly scaled with e.g. magnetisms
or parameters determining stratification.
Our ultimate aim is to find, analytically, the conse-
quences of resonant coupling between the solar interior
and the inhomogeneous magnetised solar atmosphere. The
study here is only the first step as we only focus on the in-
compressible mode of the interior-atmosphere system. We
wish to shed light on the underlying physics before the
complicated phenomenon of resonance is introduced in a
follow-up study.
The simplified MHD model of the Sun is described in
Section 2. A dispersion relation is derived analytically
from the governing equations in Section 3. The dispersion
relation is solved analytically for representative cases. The
basic working model, described in Section 4, is a two-layer
model with no magnetic field in the atmospheric layer.
Next, a weak-field approximation is discussed in Section
5, where magnetism is introduced in the solar atmopshere,
while Section 6 presents results of studies to obtain the
frequencies of f -mode oscillations in a model with a thin
transitional layer in the lower atmosphere, where the mag-
netic field strength increases continuously from zero with
increasing height. We conclude in Section 7.
2. The Equilibrium
The Sun is modelled by a plane-parallel, three-layer
plasma, using Cartesian geometry. One layer is the non-
2
  
magnetic solar interior. Above it is a magnetised transi-
tional layer that is sandwiched between the interior and
the magnetised overlaying atmosphere. The solar interior
(atmosphere) can be defined by the optical depth being
much larger (smaller) than one, τ >> 1 [hidden] (τ << 1
[visible]), respectively. The equilibrium values of all the
physical quantities vary only vertically, with z. The helio-
seismic global oscillations are approximated in the plane-
wave limit. The wavenumber of an oscillation mode is
related to its harmonic degree as
k =
√
l(l + 1)
r
,
where r is distance from the solar centre. For surface
waves, r ≈ RSun. When the harmonic degree is much
larger than one, l >> 1, the relationship between the
wavenumber and harmonic degree of a wave mode sim-
plifies to
l = kRSun. (1)
The curvature of the ray-paths of a propagating pertur-
bation near the photosphere would be significant for oscil-
lations with wavelengths comparable to the solar radius,
λ
(
≡ 2pi
k
)
= RSun. This indicates that the plane-wave
approximation is valid for f modes with l ≥ 7. Due to
this restriction, the model results have to be considered
cautiously for low (l < 10) harmonic degrees.
Note that, in the standard solar model, with spheri-
cal geometry, the fundamental oscillation mode exists only
with harmonic degrees above a threshold of l ≈ 20.
The solar plasma is embedded in a vertical gravity field,
~g = (0, 0,−g). The equilibrium plasma is static, that is,
no flows are considered. The aim here is to study the
f mode only, therefore, plasma perturbations are assumed
to be incompressible indicating div~v = 0 and
dρ
dt
= 0 (see
Eq. 2).
Pressure (p) and gravity (g) oscillation modes will be
the subject of a follow-up project. The MHD equations,
a set of coupled partial differential equations, describe the
temporal and spatial variations of plasma density, ρ, ki-
netic pressure, p, velocity, ~v and magnetic induction, ~B.
Of course, other variable representations may be chosen
too. However, the above choice of primitive variables suits
best and is most popular. A dispersion relation for the
eigen-frequencies of the coupled interior-atmosphere sys-
tem can be derived from the MHD equations. In this
paper, we assume that dissipative forces are negligible.
They play an important role, e.g., in resonant coupling
between global helioseismic modes and local atmospheric
MHD waves. Here, we use the ideal MHD equations that
are the continuity equation (Eq. 2), the equation of mo-
mentum (Eq. 3), the energy equation (Eq. 4) and the in-
duction equation with initial condition for the divergence
of the magnetic induction (Eq. 5).(
∂
∂t
+ ~v · ∇
)
ρ = 0, (2)
ρ
(
∂
∂t
+ ~v · ∇
)
~v = −∇p+ 1
µ
(∇× ~B)× ~B+ ~gρ, (3)(
∂
∂t
+ ~v · ∇
)
p = 0, (4)
∂~B
∂t
= ∇× (~v × ~B), ∇ · ~B = 0. (5)
Perturbations occur around the following equilibrium.
The solar non-magnetic interior in the model is a semi-
infinite layer below the photosphere, z < 0, where the
equilibrium density is constant, ρ0(z < 0) ≡ ρi. This indi-
cates that the core of the Sun is artificially moved towards
z = −∞ in the model. Subscript 0 in the notation of physi-
cal quantities refers to their equilibrium values throughout
the paper. The plasma pressure decreases linearly with
height with a gradient −gρi. For gravity, the solar photo-
spheric value is taken at g = 274 m s−2, as the f mode, as
a surface mode, concentrates near the photosphere.
The transitional layer is introduced in the simplest pos-
sible way, representing vertical inhomogeneity present in
the solar atmosphere. Since the solar corona, by large, has
large spatial scales, often of the order of tens of megame-
tres (e.g., the gravitational scale-height is ≈ 50−100 Mm),
introducing a transitional layer may seem to be practi-
cal. The transitional layer may be viewed as a simple
representation of the presence of the chromosphere. Of
course, we have to be very careful not to over-interpret
our findings, since this region is highly dynamic and inho-
mogeneous. Our main goal is to incorporate atmospheric
magnetism. Hence, a horizontal magnetic field takes place
above the photosphere, z > 0. This horizontal magnetic
field may represent the presence of canopy-like structures
in the lower atmosphere. Such chromospheric magnetic
canopies have been observed by e.g. Giovanelli (1980).
This approximation of the atmospheric magnetic struc-
tures is also supported by recent Hinode-observations that
report ubiquitous granular-sized horizontal magnetic fields
in the inter-network regions with field strengths around
even a few hundred gauss, see Tsuneta et al. (2008), Lites
et al. (2008), Ishikawa & Tsuneta (2010) and Ishikawa et
al. (2010). Effects of vertical magnetic fields on magneto-
acoustic waves, such as mode coupling and frequency shifts,
in gravitationally stratified atmospheri models have been
studied, for example, by Zhugzhda & Dzhalilov (1982),
Cally & Bogdan (1993), Spruit & Bogdan (1992) and Hind-
man et al. (1996). Hindman et al. (1996) conclude that
constant vertical magnetic fields can cause inefficient cou-
pling of p oscillation modes to magnetohydrodynamic slow
waves and the coupling results only in very small frequency
shifts of the acoustic modes. F-modes, however, can cou-
ple strongly to vertical magnetic fields (Cally et al. 1994).
Effects of tilted magnetic fields on wave propagation have
been studied in MHD models by, e.g., Erde´lyi et al. (2014)
3
  
and Mather & Erde´lyi (2016).
In the lower part of the atmosphere, between z ≤ 0 ≤
L, the transitional layer is characterised as the square of
the equilibrium magnetic field increases linearly from zero
to its maximum, B2L ≡ B20(z = L), thus the Alfve´n speed
squared in this layer, v2A(0 ≤ z ≤ L), also increases lin-
early. The Alfve´n speed is defined as vA(z) ≡ B0(z)√
µρ0(z)
.
L denotes the thickness of the transitional layer and µ =
4pi× 10−7 N A−2 is magnetic permeability. Note that this
intermediate layer is not intended to model the so-called
’transition region’ in the solar atmosphere.
The density has a discontinuity at z = 0 (i.e., at the
solar surface) and it is constant in the transitional layer:
ρ0(0 < z ≤ L) = ρt = ρi/N with N > 1. This choice
of model equilibrium is justified as the main point here is
to introduce magnetic stratification, i.e., varying Alfve´n
speed. At this stage, it is less critical whether this is
achieved by a constant density and varying magnetic field
or vice-verse as our main point is to investigate whether
global modes can couple to the atmosphere. The total
pressure, the sum of the plasma (or kinetic) and magnetic
pressures,
P (z) ≡ p(z) + B(z)
2
2µ
, (6)
decreases linearly with a gradient −gρt.
The upper semi-infinite, i.e. third, layer models the
solar atmosphere, where the Alfve´n speed is constant, and
the magnetic field strength and plasma density decrease
exponentially with height. This layer is an approximation
of the corona. Here the plasma pressure also tends to
zero towards the outer atmosphere or the outer corona.
We assume no plasma flows in the equilibrium: v0 = 0.
Hence, the equilibrium density, plasma pressure, magnetic
field strength and Alfve´n speed squared are determined by
the following functions of height:
ρ0(z) =

ρi, z < 0,
ρt, 0 ≤ z ≤ L,
ρt exp
(
L− z
H
)
, L ≤ z,
(7)
p0(z) =
pPh − gρiz, z < 0,
pPh −
(
g +
v2
AL
2L
)
ρtz, 0 ≤ z ≤ L,
pL + gHρt
(
exp
(
L− z
H
)
− 1
)
, L ≤ z,
(8)
B0(z) =
0, z < 0,√
µρtv2AL
z
L
, 0 ≤ z ≤ L,
√
µρtvAL exp
(
L− z
2H
)
, L ≤ z,
(9)
v2A(z) =

0, z < 0,
v2
AL
z
L
, 0 ≤ z ≤ L,
v2
AL, L ≤ z.
(10)
The photospheric equilibrium plasma pressure, p0(z = 0),
is denoted by pPh. The plasma temperature, which is elim-
inated from the equations, can be obtained from the ideal
gas law,
T0(z) =
M
kB
p0(z)
ρ0(z)
,
where M is the mean molecular mass of the plasma and
kB ≈ 1.38× 10−23 J K−1 is the Boltzmann constant. The
equilibrium plasma pressure at the top of the transitional
layer is pL ≡ p0(z = L) = pPh−(gL+v2AL/2)ρt. The Alfve´n
speed squared at the top of the transitional layer, v2
AL ≡
v2A(z = L), is a measure of the atmospheric magnetic field
strength. The atmospheric scale-height, taken at the top
of the transitional layer, z = L, is set to be,
H =
pL
gρt
. (11)
Following from Eq. (11), the atmospheric plasma pressure
tends to zero with increasing z. Eq. (11) can be satisfied
by setting the pressure-density ratio:
pPh
ρt
=
(
g (L+H) +
v2
AL
2
)
. (12)
The three-layer solar model we implement is one-dimen-
sional in the sense that the physical quantities of the equi-
librium depend only on the vertical, z, coordinate. The
initial profiles given by Equations (7) to (10) describe
the equilibrium fully, from which a dispersion function for
wave propagation can be derived once the system is lin-
early perturbed.
The equilibrium profiles in the three layers of the model
are illustrated in Fig. 1 for plasma density, ρ0(z), plasma
pressure, p0(z), the square of the Alfve´n speed, v
2
A(z), and
the magnetic field strength, B0(z). In order to keep the
generality of the model, no specific numerical values are
given along the axes in Fig. 1. Here, the inhomogene-
ity (i.e. the linear dependency, as a first approximation)
of the key physical quantities are important (e.g. Alfve´n
speed). Note that, although the derivations and Fig. 1 use
an average ’mass density’, ρ, with dimension kg m−3, this
average mass density can be converted to number density,
n, with dimension m−3, by dividing ρ0 by the molecular
mass of the plasma: n ≡ ρ0M−1.
3. MHD Equations Governing the Perturbations
3.1. Ideal MHD Equations
Around a static equilibrium, we consider small pertur-
bations of the physical quantities from their equilibrium
values: f(z, t) ≈ f0(z) + f1(z, t) with |f1|  |f0|. This
is a reasonable assumption as, for example, variations of
4
  
the solar radius (few hundred meters at most) are much
smaller than the radius (7 × 108m), and amplitudes of
observed photospheric radial velocity oscillations are only
about 1 m s−1 (Elsworth et al., 1995), which are small
compared to the sound speed (∼ 5 km s−1).
After linearising the equations, the perturbed quantities
can be Fourier decomposed with respect to the horizontal
coordinates, x and y, as the equilibrium quantities vary
only in the vertical direction. The temporal and the hor-
izontal spatial dependencies of the perturbations can be
described by functions of plasma waves:
f1(x, y, z, t) = f1(z; kx, ky, ω) exp(i(kxx+kyy−ωt)). (13)
The x-axis is chosen to be parallel to the horizontal mag-
netic field. The linearized MHD equations in the Fourier
space for an incompressible plasma with a horizontal mag-
netic field, derived from Equations (2) to (5) are:
ρ1 +
dρ0
dz
ξz = 0,
ρ0ω
2~ξ = ∇P1 − 1
µ
d~B0
dz
B1z − i
µ
(~k.~B0)~B1 − ~gρ1,
p1 +
(
~ξ.∇
)
p0 = 0,
~B1 = i(~k.~B0)~ξ − d
~B0
dz
ξz.
(14)
The horizontal wave vector is defined as ~k = (kx, ky). The
Eulerian total pressure perturbation is
P1 ≡ p1 + 1
2µ
~B0(z)~B1
(compare to Eq. (6)). The index ’1’, indicating the linear
terms in the Fourier space, will be omitted henceforth.
The Lagrangian displacement vector, ~ξ, of which the time
derivative is equal to the plasma flow velocity is:
~v(z; kx, ky, ω) ≡ d
~ξ
dt
= −iω~ξ. (15)
Eliminating all the perturbed quantities but the z com-
ponent of the displacement vector, ξz, from the linearized
MHD equations (14), the following second-order differen-
tial equation can be obtained:
0 = ρ0(z)
(
ω2 − ω2A(z)
) d2ξz(z)
dz2
+
(
dρ0(z)
dz
(
ω2 − ω2A(z)
)− ρ0(z)dω2A(z)
dz
)
dξz(z)
dz
−k2
(
ρ0(z)
(
ω2 − ω2A(z)
)
+ g
dρ0(z)
dz
)
ξz(z). (16)
The local Alfve´n frequency, as function of height, z, is
defined as
ωA(z) ≡
~k.~B0(z)√
µρ0(z)
= kxvA(z).
Equation (16) can be solved in each layer of the model, and
the solutions can be connected by appropriate boundary
conditions to eliminate the unknown constants of integra-
tion. This will also provide a dispersion relation governing
the permitted wave propagations.
3.1.1. Interior
Using the equilibrium profile, Equations (7) to (10),
of the field-free interior (z < 0) with constant density,
ρi, the governing equation (16) reduces to the differential
equation of a harmonic oscillator:
d2ξ(z)
dz2
− k2ξ(z) = 0.
The general solution is ξz(z) = ξz,i1 exp(kz)+ξz,i2 exp(−kz).
The coefficient of the second term is zero, ξz,i2 = 0, to sat-
isfy lim
z→−∞ ξ(z) = 0, the condition that all perturbations
tend to zero towards the solar centre. In other words, we
do not study leaky waves here, which carry energy to in-
finity.
3.1.2. Transitional Layer
The density is constant, ρt, while the Alfve´n speed and
the Alfve´n frequency, increase with z in the transitional
layer (0 < z < L), therefore, Equation (16) can be written
as:
ζ2
d2ξ(ζ)
dζ2
+ ζ
dξ(ζ)
dζ
− ζ2ξ(ζ) = 0, (17)
with ζ ≡ −k
(
z − ω
2
ω2A
L
)
. When the z-dependence of the
Alfve´n frequency is omitted, ω2A stands for the Alfve´n fre-
quency taken at the top of the transitional layer, z = L:
ω2A ≡ k2v2AL = k2v2A(z = L). (18)
The general solution to Equation (17) is a linear combi-
nation of modified Bessel functions Iν and Kν with index
ν = 0 (Abramowitz & Stegun, 1970):
ξ(z) = λ1I0 (k (zPh − z)) + λ2K0 (k (zPh − z)) , (19)
with λ1 and λ2 integration constants and zPh ≡ ω
2
ω2A
L.
3.1.3. Upper Atmosphere
The plasma density decreases exponentially with height,
while the Alfve´n speed is constant in the atmosphere (z >
L). In such an equilibrium, Equation (16) becomes a
second-order differential equation with constant coefficients:
d2ξz(z)
dz2
− 1
H
dξ(z)
dz
− k2
(
1− g
H (ω2 − ω2A)
)
ξ(z) = 0.
(20)
The general solution to the above differential equation is
a linear combination of exponential functions:
ξz(z) = ξzL1 exp
(
1− κ
2H
z
)
+ ξzL2 exp
(
1 + κ
2H
z
)
, (21)
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with ξzL1 and ξzL2 integration constants,
κ ≡
√
(1 + 4k2H2)
ω2 − ω2C
ω2 − ω2A
and
ω2C ≡ ω2A +
4kH
1 + 4k2H2
ω2G, ω
2
G ≡ gk. (22)
The kinetic energy density of the wave, which is propor-
tional to ρ0ξ
2, tends to zero with increasing height. The
equilibrium density decreases exponentially with the scale-
height, H, hence, the integration constant ξzL2 must be
zero (i.e., mathematically, to remain in Sobolev space).
3.1.4. Radial (Vertical) Profile of Perturbations
Therefore, the vertical displacement profile throughout
the internal, transitional and atmospheric layers is:
ξz(z) =

ξz0 exp(kz), z ≤ 0,
λ1I0 (k (zPh − z)) + λ2K0 (k (zPh − z)) ,
0 ≤ z ≤ L,
ξzL exp
(
1− κ
2H
(z − L)
)
, z ≥ L.
(23)
The gradient of the vertical displacement is:
dξz(z)
dz
=

ξz0k exp(kz), z ≤ 0,
−λ1kI1 (k (zPh − z)) + λ2kK1 (k (zPh − z)) ,
0 ≤ z ≤ L,
ξzL
1− κ
2H
exp
(
1− κ
2H
(z − L)
)
, z ≥ L.
(24)
I1 and K1 are modified Bessel functions with index ν = 1
(Abramowitz & Stegun, 1970).
The perturbation function depends on the frequency, ω, of
a particular oscillation mode explicitly and also implicitly,
through κ and zPh. Profiles of other physical quantities
can be obtained from the set of linearised MHD equations
(14), from which they have been eliminated, as linear com-
binations of ξz(z) and its derivative,
dξz(z)
dz
. For future
reference, the main profiles of the MHD variables are:
ρ(z) = −dρ0
dz
ξz(z),
p(z) =
B0(z)
µ
dB0(z)
dz
ξz(z) +
ρ0ω
2
k2
dξz(z)
dz
,
ξx(z) =
ikx
k2
dξz(z)
dz
,
ξy(z) =
iky
k2
dξz(z)
dz
,
Bx(z) = −dB0(z)
dz
ξz(z)− µρ0ω
2
A(z)
k2B0(z)
dξz(z)
dz
,
By(z) = −µρ0kyω
2
A(z)
k2kxB0
dξz(z)
dz
,
Bz(z) =
(
ikxB0(z)− dB0(z)
dz
)
ξz(z),
(25)
where ξz(z) and
dξz(z)
dz
needs to be substituted from Equa-
tions (23) and (24).
3.1.5. Dispersion Relation
At the interfaces, at z = 0 and z = L, the solutions
must satisfy the physical boundary conditions that the ver-
tical component of the Eulerian displacement, ~ξ(z) and
the Lagrangian perturbation of total pressure, δP (z) ≡
P (z) − gρ0(z)ξz(z), are continuous functions of z. Using
(23) and (24), the Eulerian perturbation of total pressure
has the following profile:
P (z) =

ξz0
ρi
k
ω2 exp(kz), z ≤ 0,
ρi
N
ω2A
kL
(z − zPh)
× (λ1I1 (k (zPh − z))− λ2K1 (k (zPh − z))) ,
0 ≤ z ≤ L,
ξzL
ρi(1− κ)
(
ω2 − ω2A
)
2NHk2
exp
(
−1 + κ
2H
(z − L)
)
,
z ≥ L.
(26)
Eliminating the integration constants, ξz0, λ1, λ2 and ξzL,
from Equations (23) and (26), by using the boundary con-
ditions for ξz and δP at z = 0 and z = L, provides us
an implicit dispersion equation, of which the eigen-values,
ω, are the possible eigen-frequencies of the coupled solar
interior-atmosphere model:(
ω2K01 − γ2K00
) (
2kHIL1 + (1− κ)IL0
)
=
(
ω2I01 + γ
2I00
) (
2kHKL1 − (1− κ)KL0
)
(27)
with
γ2 ≡ ω2 − (N − 1)ω2G (28)
and
I00/1 ≡ I0/1 (k (zPh − z)) ,
K00/1 ≡ K0/1 (k (zPh − z)) ,
IL0/1 ≡ I0/1 (k (zL − z)) ,
KL0/1 ≡ K0/1 (k (zL − z)) ,
where zL ≡ ω
2 − ω2A
ω2A
L.
Once the dispersion relation (27) is solved for ω, the
vertical displacement, ξz(z) and its gradient,
dξz(z)
dz
, can
be found by means of Equations (23) and (24). The verti-
cal profile of any other physical MHD quantity can then be
expressed by ξ(z) and
dξ(z)
dz
in Equations (25). Note that
the perturbation functions are all determined subject to
an arbitrary coefficient, for example ξz0, as, by using the
boundary conditions at z = 0 and z = L, the integration
constants λ1, λ2 and ξzL can be expressed by ξz0. This is
because we consider a linear problem.
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4. Field-Free Atmosphere - No Transitional Layer
Before studying global oscillations affected by a solar
atmospheric environment embedded in a magnetic field
and with a transitional layer above the photosphere, we
briefly consider the properties of f -mode oscillations in a
simpler model that has only an internal (z ≤ 0) layer and a
single atmospheric (z ≥ 0) layer, L = 0, with no magnetic
field in it, B = 0 (or vAL = 0). This simplification is
useful in order to understand what the new features are
introduced by the transitional layer and/or atmospheric
magnetic field and what are intrinsic of the basic model.
The conditions L = 0 and vAL = 0 reduce the dispersion
relation, Equation (27), to:
(2NkH − 1) (ω2 − ω2R)+√(1 + 4k2H2)ω2 (ω2 − ω2C) = 0,
(29)
where the characteristic frequency ωR is defined by
ω2R ≡
2(N − 1)kH
2NkH − 1 ω
2
G.
Note that in a field-free atmosphere, ω2C, defined by
Equation (22), reduces to
ω2C =
4kH
1 + 4k2H2
ω2G.
The expression under the square-root in the dispersion
relation (29) cannot be negative, therefore, any physical
solution must satisfy ω2 ≥ ω2C. Another restriction to the
solutions is that the square-root is non-negative, hence,
the first term in Eq. (29) cannot be positive. For k <
kR ≡ 1
2NH
, this condition is satisfied for any ω2 > 0. For
k > kR, the solutions must satisfy ω
2 ≤ ω2R.
Equation (29) yields a quadratic equation for the eigen-
value ω2:
0 =
(
ω2 − ω2G
)
×
((
(N − 1)2 kH −N
)
ω2 − (N2 − 1) kHω2G) . (30)
The two solutions of the above equation are
ω2− = ω
2
G
and
ω2+ =
(N − 1)2 kH
(N2 − 1) kH −N ω
2
G.
Solution ω2− satisfies the dispersion relation, given by Equa-
tion (29), for k ≤ kCR, where kCR is a threshold value for
the wavenumber:
kCR ≡ 1
2H
. (31)
Recall that ωG is the fundamental frequency in a standard
solar model with no atmosphere. This indicates that the
model atmosphere does not have any pronounced effect on
the f mode with a small wavenumber (or low harmonic
degree).
Figure 2: Frequency spectrum of the two-layer, L = 0, model with
a field-free, B = 0, solar atmosphere for N = 10 and H = 1.5 Mm.
The frequency of a fundamental (f) mode, ν, takes place between
characteristic frequencies νC and νR. The f mode exists either with
low, l ≤ lCR, or high, l ≥ lRC, harmonic degrees: they do not exist
with harmonic degrees between lCR and lRC. The characteristic fre-
quencies, νG, νC, and νR, harmonic degrees, lR, lCR, and lRC, and
wavelengths, kR, kCR, and kRC, are defined in the main text.
The other solution of Equation (30), ω2+, satisfies the
dispersion relation for k ≥ kRC, where kRC is another
threshold wavenumber:
kRC ≡ N + 1
2(N − 1)H . (32)
Using Eq. 1, the threshold wavenumbers can be con-
verted to threshold harmonic degrees: lR = kRRSun, lCR =
kCRRSun, and lRC = kRCRSun.
The solutions ω− and ω+ a called the low- and high-degree
solutions.
With increasing wavenumber, k, ωC exceeds ωR at the
smaller threshold, k = kCR, while ωR becomes larger than
ωC, again, at the larger threshold wavenumber, k = kRC.
Between kCR and kRC, where ωC is larger than ωR, nei-
ther of the solutions of Equation (30) satisfies the con-
ditions ω2C ≥ ω2 ≥ ω2R, therefore, no stable f mode can
exist with wavenumber in the window kCR < k < kRC
(or with harmonic degree in the range lCR < l < lRC).
Both solutions increase with increasing k, and ω+ is be-
low the fundamental frequency, ωG, that is, the model at-
mosphere lowers the f -mode frequency in the high-degree
range. With increasing wavenumber, the mode frequency
tends to lim
k→∞
ω+ =
√
N − 1
N + 1
ωG.
The frequency spectrum of a typical field-free two-layer
model is shown in Figure 2 for l ≤ 700. The photospheric
density drop is chosen to be N = 10. This value depends
on where we draw the z = 0 hight in the real Sun. In Sec-
tions 5.2.1 and 6, we study the effects of a varying value for
N . The atmospheric density scale-height is characterised
by H = 1.5 Mm. The harmonic degree, l, and the asso-
ciated wavenumber, k, are shown along the lower and up-
per horizontal axes, respectively. Although the derivations
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have angular frequencies, ω, the results, such as eigen-
frequency spectra and eigen-frequency shift profiles, will
be displayed and discussed in terms of cyclic frequencies,
ν ≡ ω
2pi
. This is because observations are given in the form
of the latter more frequently.
The regions where no f -mode frequencies can occur,
above νC or below νR, are shaded grey. The dotted and
dashed vertical lines indicate the three threshold values for
k (and l).
The characteristic frequency νR
(
≡ ωR
2pi
)
is discontinu-
ous at k = kB ≡ 1
2NH
, indicated by a vertical dotted line,
as the denominator of ν2R, becomes zero for that value of
k = kR. For the parameter values taken in Figure 2, ν
2
R is
negative for k < kR, hence, νR is imaginary, and positive
for k > kR.
In a two-layer model where the interior is modelled
with a polytrope and the non-magnetic atmospheric layer
is isothermal Campbell & Roberts (1989), the f mode
is a surface wave with the fundamental frequency, ω =
ωG
(≡ √gk). In that model, a stable f oscillation mode
exists for the entire spectrum. A range of wavelength with
no f modes appear only when the atmospheric layer be-
comes magnetic.
5. Weak-Field Approximation
Let us consider first a three-layer atmospheric model
with a weak magnetic field in its atmosphere. A weak
atmospheric magnetic field can be defined by the following
conditions for the characteristic Alfve´n speed:
vAL <<
√
gH. (33)
This assumption allows us to linearise the dispersion re-
lation, Equation (27), with respect to ω2A, by which, the
oscillatory behaviour of the model can then be investigated
analytically.
0 = (1− κ0)
(
ω20C + γ
2S
)− 2kH (ω20S + γ2C)
+2ω0
(
(1− κ0) (C +NS)
− 2kH
(
ω20C + γ
2S
)
ω2G
κ0ω4
)
∆ω
−
(
(1− κ0)S
2kL
− 2kHgk
(
ω20C + γ
2S
)
κ0ω4
)
ω2A,
(34)
Here, ω20 denotes eigen-frequencies of the three-layer model
with field-free atmosphere; S ≡ S and C ≡ C are the sine
hyperbolic and cosine hyperbolic functions of kL; and
κ0 =
√
(1 + 4k2H2)
ω20 − ω2C
ω20
.
5.1. Analytical Solutions to the Field-Free Model
The linearised dispersion relation (34) can now be sepa-
rated to leading terms, containing neither ∆ω nor ω2A, and
first order terms. The leading terms provide the dispersion
relation of the model with a field-free (B = 0) atmosphere:
2kH
(
ω20S + γ
2C
)
= (1− κ0)×
(
ω20C + γ
2S
)
, (35)
Using the definition of γ2, given by Eq. (28), Equation
(35) can be written in the following form:
Rω20
(
ω20 − ω2R
)
= E
(
ω20 − ω2E
)√
(1 + 4k2H2)ω20 (ω
2
0 − ω2C),
(36)
with
R ≡ (2NkH − 1)C + (2kH −N)S, (37)
E ≡ C +NS,
ω2R ≡ (2kHC − S)
N − 1
R
ω2G, (38)
ω2E ≡ S
N − 1
E
ω2G. (39)
The square of dispersion relation (36) is a cubic function
of ω20 . Its three roots are:
ω200 = ω
2
G,
ω2± =
(N2 − 1) (S + C)S − (N − 1)2 (kH ±D)
2NC2 +
N2 + 1
2
S2 − 2
(
N2 − 1) kH ω2G,
with
D2 ≡ ((S − C)S + kH)2 + 4kH
N − 1 (S − C)S,
C2 ≡ ch(2kL), S2 ≡ sh(2kL).
The solutions ω200, ω
2
+ and ω
2
− are also roots of dispersion
relation (36) only if
ω20 > ω
2
C (40)
and
R
(
ω20 − ω2R
)
E
(
ω20 − ω2E
)
> 0. (41)
Such solutions are f -mode frequencies of the coupled solar
interior-atmosphere model. The frequencies ωC, ωR and
ωE, defined by Eq.s (22), (38) and (39), are interpreted
as characteristic cut-off frequencies, which, in a frequency
spectrum, separate regions of frequencies where real, phys-
ical solutions to the dispersion relation can or cannot oc-
cur.
The frequency spectrum for the field-free model for
l ≤ 700 is shown in Figure 3 for an L = 2 Mm thick
transitional layer. This representative value is chosen to
mimic the transition of the physical parameters between
the photosphere and corona. The lower horizontal axis
displays the harmonic degree, l. The related wavenumber,
k, is also provided, along the upper horizontal axis, on
the top of the panel. The solutions to dispersion relation,
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Figure 3: Frequency spectrum of the three-layer, L = 2 Mm, model
with a field-free, B = 0, solar atmosphere with N = 10 and H = 1.5
Mm. The frequency of a fundamental (f) mode, ν, is lower than
νR and higher than νC and νE. The f mode exists either with low,
l ≤ lCR, or high, l ≥ lRC, harmonic degrees only. The characteristic
frequencies, νG, νC, νE, and νR, harmonic degrees, lR, lCR, and lRC,
and wavelengths, kR, kCR, and kRC, are defined in the main text.
Equation (36), in terms of cyclic frequencies, ν
(
≡ ω
2pi
)
,
are:
ν200 = ν
2
G,
ν2± =
(N2 − 1) (S + C)S − (N − 1)2 (kH ±D)
2NC2 + (N2 + 1)S2 − 2 (N2 − 1) kH ν
2
G,
(42)
where νG ≡ ωG
2pi
.
In Figure 3, the atmospheric scale-height is H = 1.5
Mm, and the equilibrium density drops at z = 0 by a factor
N = 10. The frequency regions where conditions (40) and
(41) are not satisfied, are indicated by grey shading. The
verticals at kR and kRC are dotted lines while kCR is plotted
as a dashed line.
Wavenumber k = kR is the solution for R(k) = 0 (see
Equation 37). At this value, the denominator in the defi-
nition for ν2R becomes zero, which causes ν
2
R to be singular.
For values for N and H, kR is a threshold value for νR, as
ν2R(k < kR) < 0 and ν
2
R(k > kR) > 0. Therefore, νR exists
only for k > kR.
At k = kCR ≡ 1
2H
, the three characteristic frequencies
νG, νR and νC are equal. In the low-l range of the spectrum,
k ≤ kCR, only ν = ν0 satisfies conditions (40) and (41).
The f -mode frequency there is larger than νE and νC and,
for k > kR, lower than νR. Frequencies ν+ and ν− are not
solutions to Equation (36) in the low-l (or small-k) domain
as ν2+ is negative and ν− is lower than νC for k ≤ kRC.
Characteristic frequencies νR and νC become also equal
at k = kRC. In the range kCR < k < kRC, νC is larger than
νR, which results in no permitted frequency range to satisfy
conditions (40) and (41). In this intermediate range of l
(or k), no f mode can exist.
In the high-l range of the spectrum, k ≥ kRC, there is
a frequency interval above νC and νE and below νR, where
conditions (40) and (41) are satisfied. The width of the
interval decreases with increasing k because the asymptots
for νR and νE(> νR) become equal:
lim
k→∞
νR = lim
k→∞
νE =
N − 1
N + 1
νG. (43)
For k ≥ kRC, frequency ν0 ande ν+ are larger than νR,
therefore, they are no valid solutions to Equation (36).
Frequency ν−, however, lies in the narrow region above νC
and νE and below νR, hence the f -mode frequency for the
high-l range is ν = ν−. It can be seen from Equations (42)
that ν− (k = kRC) = νC(= νR) and
lim
k→∞
ν− =
N − 1
N + 1
νG,
therefore, the f -mode frequency in the model with a field-
free atmosphere is:
ν0 =
{
νG, k ≤ kCR
ν−, k ≥ kRC. (44)
Henceforth in Section 5, ν0 and ω0 (≡ 2piν0) will denote the
cyclic and angular f -mode frequencies, respectively, either
in the low- or high-degree range, as given by Equation
(44).
5.2. Analytical Solutions to Weak-Field Approximation
The presence of a magnetic field in the solar atmo-
sphere modifies the eigen-frequency of the f mode:
ω = ω0 + ∆ω, (45)
where ω0 denotes the oscillation frequency for a field-free
model, while ∆ω is the shift due to the presence of mag-
netic field. A weak magnetic field, defined by Equation
(33), results in a frequency shift small compared to the
field-free frequency value:
∆ω << ω0. (46)
Equation (36), the leading terms of the linearised dis-
persion relation (34), provide the f -mode frequencies of
a model with a field-free atmosphere, given by Equation
(44), as introduced in Section 5.1. The first-order terms
of Eq. (34), on the other hand, determine the linear re-
lationship between the square of the characteristic Alfve´n
frequency, ω2A, and the resulting frequency shift, ∆ω:
∆ω =
λnum
λden
ω2A
2ω0
, (47)
where
λnum =
(
(2NkH + 1− κ0)ω20 − 2(N − 1)kHω2G
) κ0S
2kL
ω20
−2kHω2G
(
(C +NS)ω20 − (N − 1)Sω2G
)
,
λden = ((1− κ0) (C +NS)− 2kH (S +NC))κ0ω40
−2kHω2G
(
(C +NS)ω20 − (N − 1)Sω2G
)
.
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The frequency shift is linear in ω2A and it also depends
on the physical parameters N , H and L explicitly and,
thorugh ω0, implicitly. The linear behaviour, a posteriori,
justifies our choice of the profile for the Alfve´n speed.
In order to understand the analytical results, Equation
(47), the dependence of the frequency shift on model pa-
rameters N , H and L can be discussed by displaying ∆ν(l)
for a series of values of each parameter. A weak magnetic
field is illustrated by taking vAL = 1 km s
−1.
5.2.1. N-Dependence
The drop of the plasma density right above the photo-
sphere is another dynamically varying quantity. According
to 3D simulation results in, e.g., Trampedach et al. (2014),
the density drops by a factor of 30 in a layer a 1 Mm above
the photosphere. In the present models above, the value
for N was chosen to be 10. The influence of the density
drop ratio, N , on the frequency shift due to a weak mag-
netic field is shown in Figure 4 for values N = 2, 5, 10, 100
and 1000. The other two model parameters, the thickness
of the transitional layer, L, and the scale height at the top
of the transitional layer, H, are fixed at L = 2 Mm and
H = 1.5 Mm. These values are not necessarily considered
solar representatives as they do not take fixed values in
the dynamic Sun. However, taking them as parameters
may give a deeper insight in the understanding of solar
atmospheric oscillations.
In the low-degree range, l ≤ lCR, the shift increases
steadily with increasing l up to about 0.9 µHz, reached at
l = lCR, indicated by a dotted line. For larger values of
N , a significant increase in shift starts at higher harmonic
degrees but it reaches the same maximum, and the value
for lCR does not vary noticeably with N either. A large
value of N indicates a thin atmosphere, ρt << ρi, which
explains why the f -mode frequency does not change sig-
nificantly for N = 1000, only in a narrow range of l, near
l = lCR.
There are no f modes with harmonic degrees lCR < l <
lRC. This gap decreases with increasing N , as the upper
boundary of the range, lRC, indicated in the plots by ver-
tical dashed lines, is decreasing while the lower boundary,
lCR, is not changing significantly with N .
In the high-degree range, l ≥ lRC, the frequency shift
decreases with l. This decrease is sharper for larger values
of N as a thinner atmosphere has smaller influence on the
properties of the f -mode oscillations. The frequency shift
of the f mode for N = 2 is not seen in the high-degree
domain in Figure 4 as the threshold value lRC increases
rapidly as the density drop ratio decreases to N = 1. For
N = 2, lRC ≈ 1350, which is above the displayed range of
harmonic degree.
5.2.2. H-Dependence
The variation of the frequency shift due to changes
in the atmospheric density scale-height, H, is shown in
Figure 5, where ∆ν(l) is given for seven typical values of H
between 0.5 and 10 Mm. The other two model parameters
Figure 4: Shift of f -mode frequencies as a function of harmonic
degree in weak-field approximation, vAL = 1km s
−1, for nine values
of the factor of density drop at the photosphere, between N = 2
and 1000. With increasing harmonic degree up to l = lCR (≈ 231),
the frequency shifts increase towards the same value, ∆ν ≈ 0.92µHz.
There are no f modes with harmonic degrees between lCR and lRC.
For l ≥ lRC, the frequency shifts decrease. While lCR and kCR are
independent of N , lRC and kRC increase with decreasing N . The
numbers in the indices of lRC and kRC are N for which lRC and kRC
take the value indicated by the vertical dashed line.
Figure 5: Shift of the f -mode frequency versus harmonic degree in
weak-field approximation for seven values of the density scale-height
between H = 0.5 and 10 Mm. With increasing harmonic degree up to
l = lCR (vertical dotted lines), the frequency shifts increase. F modes
do not exist with harmonic degrees between lCR and lRC (vertical
dashed lines). For l ≥ lRC, the frequency shifts decrease from lower
values than those taken just below lCR. The characteristic harmonic
degrees, lCR and lRC, and wavelengths, kCR and kRC, defined in the
main text, are labeled only for H = 1.5.
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Figure 6: Shift of f -mode frequencies as a function of harmonic
degree in weak-field approximation, vAL = 1km s
−1, for six val-
ues of the thickness of the intermediate layer between L = 0.1 and
100 Mm. With increasing harmonic degree up to l = lCR (≈ 231),
the frequency shifts increase towards the same value, ∆ν ≈ 0.92µHz.
There are no f modes with harmonic degrees between lCR and lRC.
For l ≥ lRC, the frequency shifts decrease. The characteristic har-
monic degrees, lCR and lRC, and wavelengths, kCR and kRC, are
defined in the main text. While lCR and kCR are independent of L,
lRC and kRC increase with increasing L. The number 2 in the index
of lRC and kRC indicates that those threshold values belong to the
L = 2Mm case.
are fixed at N = 10 and L = 2 Mm. The threshold values
lCR and lRC are labelled with vertical dotted and dashed
lines, respectively, for each value of H.
For a fixed value of H, the frequency shift increases
as the harmonic degree increases and takes its maximum
at l = lRC. The maximum values taken by the frequency
shifts for H = 1 and 0.5 Mm, ∆ν ≈ 1.7µ Hz at l ≈ 348
and ∆ν ≈ 4.8µ Hz at l ≈ 696, respectively, are above the
range displayed in Figure 5.
Analysing the l-dependence further, the shift takes a
value at l = lRC and tends to zero as l increases. For
larger scale-heights, the upper boundary of the low-degree
domain, lCR decreases and the maximum shift, taken at lRC
also decreases. The gap in l for unstable solutions, with
no f mode, decreases with increasing H as lCR decreases
faster than lRC. They are labelled only for H = 1.5 Mm.
5.2.3. L-Dependence
The frequency shift is displayed for six values of the
thickness, L, of the transitional layer in Figure 6. This
particular study of L-dependence is relevant because there
is little known about the actual vertical extent of the solar
chromosphere. For example, its extent is dependent on
the phase of solar cycle, i.e. it certainly correlates with
the strength of atmospheric magnetism. The other two
model parameters are N = 10 and H = 1.5 Mm.
The thickness does not have any noticeable influence
either on the size of the low-degree range or on the maxi-
mum shift taken at lRC, as lRC does not vary significantly
with L. However, within the low-degree range, l < lRC,
the frequency shift is larger for larger L. In the two-layer
model, where L = 0, the shift of the f -mode frequency in
the low-degree range, given generally in Eq. (47), reduces
to:
∆ν =
kH
N − 2(N − 1)kH
ν2A
νG
.
In the high-degree range, the frequency shift of the f mode
becomes:
∆ν =
(2(N − 1)kH −N)2 +N2
4d(N − 1) (2(N − 1)kH −N)
ν2A
νG
with
d ≡
√
((N2 − 1) kH −N) kH.
The lower boundary of the high-degree domain, lCR, in-
creases with increasing L, and the increase slows down
and becomes insignificant from L ≈ 5 Mm. The maxi-
mum frequency shift, taken at l = lCR, slightly increases
as L increases.
6. Thin-Layer Approximation
After exploring the behaviour of the fundamental os-
cillation mode in a solar environment with an atmosphere
embedded in a weak magnetic field, in the following, this
condition is now relaxed and there is no restriction on the
atmospheric magnetic field strength. Instead, we assume
that the thickness, L, of the transitional layer is much
smaller than the wavelength of the studied oscillations,
i.e., L << λ (≡ 2pi/k), or:
kL << 1. (48)
The presence of a thin transitional layer where the mag-
netic field strength increases from zero to its maximum
between the photosphere, z = 0, and the top of the layer,
z = L, modifies the f -mode frequency slightly:
ω = ω0 + ∆ω, (49)
where ω0 is the mode frequency for the two-layer model,
L = 0, and the shift due to the thin transitional layer is
∆ω << ω0. (50)
The properties of the f -mode oscillations in a thin-layer
model can be studied analytically by linearising the dis-
persion relation, Equation (27), with respect to kL.
0 = κ
(
ω20 − ω2A
)
× ((1− κ) (ω20 − ω2A) γ2 (ln (ω20)− ln (ω20 − ω2A))
−kHω20
(
2ω20 − ω2A
))
kL
−4kHω2Aω0
(
ω2G − κ
(
Nω2A − (N − 1)ω2G
))
∆ω.
(51)
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Figure 7: Frequency spectrum of the two-layer, L = 0, model with
an atmosphere embedded in a horizontal magnetic field. The funda-
mental mode can have a harmonic degree either lower than lCB or
higher than lAB. The characteristic harmonic degrees, lB , lCB and
lAB, and wavelengths, kB , kCB and kAB, are defined in the main
text.
6.1. Analytical Solutions in the Two-Layer Model
The dispersion relation for a two-layer model, L = 0,
with a magnetic atmosphere can be obtained by separating
the leading terms, which contain neither ∆ω nor kL, of the
linearised, with respect to kL, dispersion relation, in Eq.
(51):
(1− 2NkH − κ) (ω20 − ω2A) = 2kH (Nω2A − (N − 1)ω2G) .
(52)
The above dispersion relation can be rearranged to:
Bω2
(
ω20 − ω2B
)
=
√
(1 + 4k2H2) (ω20 − ω2C) (ω20 − ω2A),
(53)
with
B ≡ 1− 2NkH,
ω2B ≡
ω2A − 2(N − 1)kHω2G
1− 2NkH . (54)
Squaring Equation (53) yields a second-order equation for
ω20 , the solutions of which are:
ω2± =
λnum ±
√
λD
λden
, (55)
where
λnum = (2(N − 1)kH − 1)Nω2G − (2kH +N)ω2A,
λden = 2
((
N2 − 1) kH −N) ,
λD =
(
1 + 4k2H2
)
N2ω4AL
− 2N (4(N − 1)k2H2 − 2NkH +N)ω2Gω2A
+ (2(N − 1)kH −N)2 ω4G.
The solutions ω20 = ω
2
+ and ω
2
0 = ω
2
− are also roots of
dispersion relation (53) only if
ω0 ≤ min (ωA, ωC) or ω0 ≥ max (ωA, ωC) (56)
and
B
(
ω20 − ω2B
) (
ω20 − ω2A
)
> 0. (57)
These conditions provide permitted f -mode oscillations of
the model, solutions to Equation (53). Frequencies ωC
and ωB and ωA, defined by Equations (22), (54) and (18),
are characteristic cut-off frequencies, which, in a frequency
spectrum, separate regions of eigen-mode frequencies from
regions where no real solutions to the dispersion relation
can occur.
The frequency spectrum for the thin-layer approxima-
tion is shown in Figure 7 for an atmospheric magnetic field
fixed at vAL = 25 km s
−1. Taking a density, ρ ≈100 g m−3,
this Alfve´n speed is associated with a magnetic field of the
order of B ≈ 1G, which may seem relatively weak. Note,
however, that this value models the entire bottom of the
chromosphere, which represents an average value, not only
the field strength of magnetically active regions. The pho-
tospheric density drop is N = 10 and the atmospheric
density scale-height is H = 1.5 Mm. The harmonic de-
gree, for l ≤ 700, and the associated wavenumber, k, are
shown along the lower and upper horizontal axes, respec-
tively. As before, it is the cyclic frequencies, ν, that are
given in the spectra.
The frequency regions where the conditions in Equa-
tions (56) and (57) are not satisfied are shaded grey. Three
threshold values for l (and k) are indicated by dotted and
dashed lines.
The characteristic frequency νB
(
≡ ωB
2pi
)
is discontinu-
ous at kB ≡ 1
2NH
, indicated by a vertical dashed line, as
the denominator of ν2B, becomes zero at that value of k.
For the parameter values taken in Figure 7, ν2B is negative
for k < kB, hence νB is imaginary, and positive for k > kB.
Frequencies νC and νB are equal at k = kCB and fre-
quencies νA and νB are equal at k = kCB. In the range
0 ≤ k ≤ kB for ν > νC, while in the range kB < k ≤ kCB
for νC < ν < νB, solutions to the quadratic equation, also
satisfy the dispersion relation, Equation (53), as the eigen-
frequency values satisfy the conditions (56) and (57). The
interval 0 ≤ k ≤ kCB is the small-wavenumber or low-
degree range of f modes. There is no permitted region for
eigen-frequencies in the range kCB < k < kAB. This range
is a gap, f -mode oscillations cannot exist with wavenum-
bers falling within this interval.
Out of the two solutions, given by Equation (55), it
is ν+ that is above νC, and below νB where νB exists, in
the low-l region. At l = 0, ν = 0. For l > 0, the f -
mode frequency is slightly larger than νG. The difference
is noticeable only at l ≈ lCB.
The semi-infinite interval k ≥ kAB is the large-wavenumber
or high-degree range of f modes. In the high-degree range,
it is ν− that satisfies the dispersion relation, Equation (53).
Its value is lower than νG, however, the difference tends to
zero as l increases.
Using Eq. 1, the threshold wavenumbers can be con-
verted to threshold harmonic degrees: lB = kBRSun, lCB =
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Figure 8: Shift of f -mode frequencies as a function of harmonic
degree in thin-layer approximation, L = 0.1Mm, for six values of the
density ratio between N = 2 and 100. With increasing harmonic
degree up to l = lCB, the frequency shifts increase, where the f
mode terminates. Number 3 in the index of lCB and kCB indicates
that those threshold values belong to the N = 3 case.
kCBRSun, and lAB = kABRSun.
The solutions ω− and ω+ are called the low- and high-
degree solutions.
6.2. Analytical Solutions to the Thin-Layer Approxima-
tion
The first-order terms of the dispersion relation, lin-
earised with respect to kL, Eq. (51), provide the factor
between the thickness of the transitional layer, L, and the
resulting frequency shift:
∆ω =
(
(1− κ) (ω20 − ω2A) γ2 (lnω20 − lnω20 − ω2A)
−kHω2A
(
2ω20 − ω2A
))
× κ
(
ω20 − ω2A
)
4kHω2A (ω
2
G − κ (Nω2A − (N − 1)ω2G))
kL
ω0
.
(58)
Although the dependence of the frequency shift is lin-
ear with L, it is rather complicated on the other parame-
ters, N , H, and vAL.
Recall that the f -mode frequency in the low-degree
range, l ≥ lCB, is ω0 = ω+. Hence, ω0 has to be replaced
in Equation (58) by ω+, given by Equation (55). ∆ω is
a function of the frequency of the two-layer model, ω0,
explicitly and, through κ and γ, implicitly.
In the high-degree range, l ≥ lAB, the two-layer solu-
tion is ω0 = ω−, given by Equation (55), which is lower
than ωA. In a solar atmosphere model with a transitional
layer between z = 0 and L, regardless of how small L
is, the Alfve´n frequency increases continuously from zero
to ωA as the height increases from z = 0 to L. Conse-
quently, there is always a certain height, z = zr, where
the local value of the Alfve´n frequency, vA(zr), equals the
global frequency of the f -mode oscillation, ν−. At that
particular height, the local Alfve´n wave, which propagates
parallel to the horizontal magnetic field line, will be cou-
pled resonantly to the global f mode oscillation. This cou-
pling is resonant as the dispersion relation, Equation (27)
Figure 9: Shift of f -mode frequencies as a function of harmonic
degree in thin-layer approximation, L = 0.1Mm, for eight values of
the atmospheric density scale-height between H = 0.1 and 10 Mm.
With increasing harmonic degree up to l = lCB,H , the frequency
shifts increase, where the f mode terminates. Number 1 in the index
of lCB and kCB indicates that those threshold values belong to the
L = 1 Mm case.
is singular at z = zr because the Bessel functions K0 (ζ(z))
and K1 (ζ(z)) are singular at z = zr as ζ(zr) = 0. Physi-
cally, near the resonant height, the oscillation amplitudes
of the f mode increase so much that dissipative effects
cannot be neglected anymore when describing the mecha-
nism of wave propagation. Therefore, in order to find the
frequency shift of the f mode oscillations with high har-
monic degrees, l ≥ lAB, the full dissipative MHD equations
have to be solved. In a follow-up work, it will be shown
that the dissipative equations can be solved analytically
by using well-justified simplifications.
Our model parameters, such as N , H or vAL, do not
have well constrained values in the solar model. For this
reason, the shift of the cyclic frequency, ∆ν, due to the
presence of a thin, say L = 0.1 Mm, transitional layer
at the bottom of the atmosphere in the low-degree range,
l ≤ lCB, is shown in Figures 8 to 10 for a set of values
for N , H and vAL, respectively, while the other model
parameters are fixed at N = 10, H = 1.5 Mm and vAL =
25 km s−1. The upper boundary of the low-degree range is
the threshold value l = lCB, which is indicated by vertical
dotted lines for each parameter value.
The frequency shift, below 200 µHz and typically a
few tens of µHz, is significantly wider range than found
in the weak-field model. This predicts strong influence of
atmospheric magnetic fields on f modes. With an increase
of N , H or vAL, lCB decreases, which reduces the l range
of the f mode. As the harmonic degree increases from
l = 0 to lCB, the frequency shift increases from zero to
a maximum value. The maximum value, taken at lCB, is
larger for larger N and H and for smaller vAL.
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Figure 10: Shift of the f -mode frequency versus harmonic degree in
thin-layer approximation for six values of the characteristic Alfve´n
speed between vAL = 1 and 25 km s
−1. With increasing harmonic
degree up to l = lCB, the frequency shifts increase, where the f
mode terminates. Number 1 in the index of lCB and kCB indicates
that those threshold values belong to the L = 1 Mm case.
7. Summary and Conclusion
The effects of a magnetic atmosphere on the fundamen-
tal (f) oscillation mode of the solar interior is studied here
in an incompressible medium. A three-layer slab geometry
approximation seems to be adequate for progress to deter-
mine the atmospheric frequency shifts of the f mode. The
shifts were derived analytically, using realistic approxima-
tions. The model proposed and investigated here consists
of a semi-infinite interior layer, a semi-infinite magnetic
atmospheric layer and a transitional layer of finite width
between them, where the strength of a horizontal mag-
netic field increases continuously with height from zero to
its atmospheric maximum.
The general dispersion relation, f (ω, k) has been de-
rived and solved analytically for three distinct cases: a
two-layer, a weak-field and a thin-layer approximation. A
set of f -mode frequencies has been found in a low-degree
range and another set in a high-degree range. A window
between the low- and high degree ranges has also been
identified for which no f mode oscillations are permitted.
This is one of the consequences of the presence of the atmo-
sphere as without it, there are no windows in the frequency
spectrum with no f modes. The boundaries between the
low-l interval, the window without any f mode and the
semi-infinite high-l interval are threshold harmonic degrees
defined by characteristic frequencies of the model.
In the two- and three-layer models with no atmospheric
magnetic field, the frequency of the f mode in the low-l
domain equals the fundamental frequency, ω = ωG, which
is the fundamental mode frequency in a model of the so-
lar interior with no atmosphere (Christensen-Dalsgaard,
2002). In the high-l domain, this value is reduced by the
presence of an atmosphere in the range of ten to twenty per
cent. However, this reduction tends to zero in a magnetic
atmosphere as lim
k→∞
ω− = ωG.
The present paper focusses on the frequency spectrum
of global oscillations. The spatial aspect of the f modes,
i.e., how the radial profile of perturbations are modified
by atmospheric changes, should be the subject of another
study.
Windows with no real f - and/or p-mode frequencies in
the eigen-frequency spectrum have been found in several
numerical studies of solar atmospheric models (e.g., Camp-
bell & Roberts, 1989; Pinte´r & Goossens, 1999; Vanlommel
& Goossens, 1997; Pinte´r et al., 2007). The nature of f -
mode oscillations is confirmed by the analytical study. Our
simple model proposed also predicts that the boundaries
of the domains of non-propagating solutions are sensitive
to the equilibrium parameters. Complex oscillation fre-
quencies arising from algebraic equations of simple models
indicate finite lifetime of the modelled oscillation modes.
Global oscillations with real frequency in these models do
not decay in time. In reality, however, there are various
reasons, such as dissipative effects, that make the lifetime
of all oscillation modes finite. Therefore, we should not ex-
pect clear non-propagation gaps in eigen-frequency spec-
tra based on helioseismic observations, as all the quanti-
ties, that have fixed values in the numerical or analytical
models, are continuously changing in the interior and at-
mosphere of the dynamic Sun. Another reason for not
finding non-propagating windows for f -modes in observa-
tions can be that, as the present model predicts, the larger
the density drop (N) at the photosphere, the narrower the
l-range where f -modes cannot exist. A decisive experi-
ment that could test the existence of oscillation-free win-
dows in the solar spectrum would require observations of
higher temporal resolution than those currently available
from BiSON, SOHO/MDI, or SDO/HMI. One approach of
such a test could be the observation of selected oscillation
modes at times of solar minimum only or at active regions
with a fixed magnetic field strength, by which a large-range
variation of plasma parameters could be avoided.
The equilibrium model used in this investigation has a
simplified structure, mainly in order to gain insight by an-
alytical calculations. Each region of the Sun approximated
here, including the interior, the photosphere and the at-
mosphere, is far more complex than suggested. One of the
strongest simplifications in the model is the magnetic field.
The intricate structure of the solar atmospheric magnetic
field is reduced to a global horizontal field of which the
characteristic strength varies only vertically. The profile
and the thickness of the layer where the kinetic pressure
and the magnetic field strength varies continuously in the
lower solar atmosphere also varies dynamically in space,
which is fully omitted from the model. Obviously, it is not
the main aim of this study to reproduce all the fine details
of observational results. The purpose of the present ana-
lytical derivations is to gain a fully parametrised insight
into general tendencies in the way how the solar interior
and the lower atmospheric wave fields are coupled to each
other. By this reductionist approach, we showed that a
magnetic atmosphere plays a significant role and, e.g., can
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indeed be accounted for the shift of the eigen-frequency of
helioseismic f modes by the order of the observed amount.
Last but not least, let us recall that an important phe-
nomenon for the coupling between the solar interior and
magnetic atmosphere is resonance. Resonance occurs at
regions where the local frequency of an MHD wave (Alfve´n
or slow oscillation) matches the global frequency of a he-
lioseismic (f- or p-mode) oscillation. The plasma environ-
ment can provide the energy for the amplitude increase of
the oscillations. The real challenge is now to investigate
resonant coupling.
However, it would be obstructive to embark on such
studies without a clear and much simpler insight into the
current non-resonant model. Not to mention, having such
investigation in the same paper may be too elaborate and
lengthy.
In the solar interior, f - and p-mode oscillations exist.
The present model, with uniform density distribution in
the interior and an incompressible plasma, describes only
f modes. For an investigation of the p-mode properties,
compressibility has to be allowed for, and the constant den-
sity in the interior should be replaced by a polytrope. Sim-
ilarly, internal and atmospheric gravity oscillation modes
(Christensen-Dalsgaard, 2002; Pinte´r, 2008) are also miss-
ing from the analysis, as the Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ frequency is
zero in the interior and transitional layer and its square
is negative in the atmosphere. A further understanding
of the mechanisms how p modes are effected by the lower
atmosphere and also the intense search for solar gravity
waves, which could reveal still unknown properties of the
solar core, demands another investigation of the frequency
spectrum of an enhanced model with a compressible envi-
ronment.
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